a few words from the inventor…

…Imagine you come from the infinite, approaching this blue pearl Planet moving in the skies.

…Imagine this blue Planet moving in the infinite space-time, being mostly Seawater in the ONE Sea.

…Imagine this Seawater transformed into Fresh water. And Fresh water into HHO, through electrolysis, making a flame with a temperature as high as it could be.

…Imagine this flame temperature being 25% higher than the highest flames used today with 40% less fuel for the same heat.

…Imagine an excess of Fresh water that could turn the deserts green and full of plants.

…Imagine complete combustion and clean emissions.

…Imagine Fresh water from the Sea through a Desalinator.

…Imagine Electricity from Fresh water through a Power Plant.

…Imagine our legacy of cleaning the few kilometers from where we all breathe.

…Imagine the ONE Atmosphere with an ozone hole healing, because we don’t hurt it anymore.

…Imagine cities with power plants producing energy with natural fuels and waste, with 40% savings and no emissions.

…Imagine that because of the savings the natural fuel reserves will last 40% more.

…Imagine all the cars in that city being electric and running at cheaper cost than refined fuels. With no emissions and from a clean plug. How fast air could be cleaned !

…Imagine no residues.

…Imagine the future of our grand children, education, prosperity…

…Imagine a Blue technology waiting for a better one to come.
Now please, do not Imagine anymore:

If you want to approach this blue Planet, just scroll your mouse in Google sky/earth. You can see our Planet and the sea, the bottom of the sea and the land, the mountains and the desserts.

Myself I could never imagine the cellular or the Internet and such a capacity of knowledge at hand, few years ago.

This technology is a fact, already approved by over 80% of Professors/Doctors/Engineers of the Planet with hard copies of the Patents, even if the invention was mostly empiric.

To make an invention, I have learned: you need to imagine, then you visualize it working. Then through will with a focused/sustained intention and work you direct Force and Intelligence into it. And then this thought/intention becomes a thought/form, materialized.

I have also learned you must discern when to ask for help and this is a rule at Sea too.

And that is how Nature creates, through conscious beings will, giving direction to Force and Intelligence. Each consciousness at its own level and will.

As already proved by Quantum Physics: particles are directed by consciousness.

And The Will is The Cosmic Consciousness giving direction to The Force and The Intelligence, and Force is and Intelligence is.

The One and All Cosmic Consciousness created the "Falling in Love Experience", that is not there at other levels, to be here at home, in our blue pearl. Because The Will is to expand Love. And Love is.

My thought/intention is to materialize all the imagined before.

And for that I need Technical help and Economical help. And transfer my experience with this new technology to as many as possible.

Because: at this moment I have to ask for help. I can not do it alone. And once you know is possible, you must go on.

Jorge de la Sovera